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Abstract
We study two new problems in sequence alignment both from a practical and a theoretical
view, using tools from combinatorial optimization to develop branch-and-cut algorithms. The
generalized maximum trace formulation captures several forms of multiple sequence alignment
problems in a common framework, among them the original formulation of maximum trace. The
RNA sequence alignment problem captures the comparison of RNA molecules on the basis of
their primary sequence and their secondary structure. Both problems have a characterization in
terms of graphs which we reformulate in terms of integer linear programming. We then study the
polytopes (or convex hulls of all feasible solutions) associated with the integer linear program
for both problems. For each polytope we derive several classes of facet-dening inequalities
and show that for some of these classes the corresponding separation problem can be solved
in polynomial time. This leads to a polynomial-time algorithm for pairwise sequence alignment
that is not based on dynamic programming. Moreover, for multiple sequences the branch-and-cut
algorithms for both sequence alignment problems are able to solve to optimality instances that
are beyond the range of present dynamic programming approaches. ? 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Computational biology; Multiple sequence alignment; RNA sequence alignment;
Combinatorial optimization; Branch-and-cut
1. Introduction
The study of the functional relatedness of biological macromolecules heavily relies
upon sequence comparison techniques. Among the most important are algorithms that
align two or more sequences in order to exhibit their commonalities. It is interesting
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that while the diversity of alignment problems and their associated algorithms has
grown tremendously since Needleman and Wunsch [28] rst published their paper on
two-sequence alignment in 1970, most alignment problems that have been studied have
been solved by dynamic programming. This technique, while quite powerful, has the
drawback that it generally yields an algorithm with a time and space complexity that
is exponential in the number of sequences in the input.
We study a new approach to solving sequence alignment problems based on an
area of combinatorial optimization known as polyhedral combinatorics [37,29]. We
demonstrate how this approach when applied to the Generalized Maximum Trace and
RNA Sequence Alignment problems yields an algorithm for each problem that is not
based on dynamic programming but is known as a branch-and-cut algorithm [16].
Branch-and-cut algorithms combine linear programming with the branch-and-bound
paradigm, and are currently the most successful algorithms for solving hard combi-
natorial problems such as the famous Traveling Salesman Problem [15,2].
We view as one of the contributions of our work the introduction of the polyhedral
approach to the area of sequence alignment, and our experience with these relatively
new techniques has helped us to appreciate some of their unique advantages. With
a polyhedral approach, one formulates the alignment problem to be studied as an
integer linear program; once such a formulation is found, variations of the problem
can often be conveniently modeled through the addition of further constraints to the
basic linear program. With dynamic programming, on the other hand, accommodating
variations such as considering secondary structure in sequence alignment, as in Bafna
et al. [3], can cause at a minimum a signicant restructuring of the basic recurrences.
With the polyhedral approach, much of the code developed for the basic problem can
be reused for the problem variations; for example, both the Generalized Maximum
Trace (GMT) and RNA Sequence Alignment (RSA) problems are based on the same
integer linear programming formulation, and so-called separation routines for their basic
formulations are reused in the code for both problems. Finally, a polyhedral approach
to a problem creates many research avenues for future investigators, as each researcher
is able to build on prior theoretical work and practical software by discovering new
classes of so-called facet-dening inequalities and devising new separation routines for
both known and newly discovered classes.
1.1. Graphs, traces and multiple alignment
To describe the GMT and RSA problem we rst review a formulation of multiple
alignment in terms of graphs introduced by Kececioglu [19] and show how to extend
this formulation to model the two new problems.
Let S=fS1; S2; : : : ; Skg be a set of k strings over an alphabet  and let ^=[f−g,
where \−" (dash) is a symbol to represent \gaps" in strings. An alignment of S is a
set S^ = fS^1; S^2; : : : ; S^kg of strings over the alphabet ^ that satises the following two
properties: (1) the strings in S^ all have the same length, and (2) ignoring dashes, string
S^ i is identical to string Si. An alignment in which each string S^ i has length l can be
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Fig. 1. (a) An alignment graph of two sequences CGC and GCGU. Edges e; f and g; h are in conict. (b) The
trace ff; hg is realized by the alignment shown.
interpreted as an array of k rows and l columns where row i corresponds to string S^ i.
Two characters of distinct strings in S are said to be aligned under S^ if they are placed
into the same column of the alignment array. We view the character positions of the k
input strings in S as the vertex set V of a k-partite graph G = (V; E) called the input
alignment graph. The edge set E represents pairs of characters that one would like
to have aligned in an alignment of the input strings. We say that an edge is realized
by an alignment if the endpoints of the edge are placed into the same column of the
alignment array.
The subset of E realized by an alignment S^ is called the trace of S^, denoted trace(S^).
Fig. 1 shows an alignment graph of two strings containing four edges and an alignment
that realizes two of the edges. Note that several alignments can have exactly the same
trace, though such alignments dier only in their arrangement of unaligned regions.
The notion of a trace of two strings as illustrated in Fig. 1 is a basic concept in
sequence comparison (see for instance Sanko and Kruskal [36, pp. 10{18]) which
Kececioglu [19] generalized to multiple sequence alignment with the notion of a trace
of an alignment graph. The relationship between multiple alignment and multipartite
graphs was also examined by Vingron and Pevzner [39] in the context of ltering
pairwise dot-plots of a set of sequences.
1.2. The generalized maximum trace problem
In the Maximum Trace Problem (MT), introduced originally to model the nal mul-
tiple alignment phase of DNA sequence assembly, every edge in the alignment graph
has a positive weight representing the benet of aligning the endpoints of the edge.
The goal is to compute an alignment S^ whose trace has maximum weight. Kececioglu
showed that MT is NP-complete [19] and developed a branch-and-bound algorithm
for the problem based on dynamic programming, with worst-case time complexity
O(k32kN ) and space complexity O(kN ), where N =
Q
i jSij, which is able to solve
to optimality relatively small problem instances. The maximum trace problem can be
generalized to accommodate dierent scoring schemes. In the Generalized Maximum
Trace Problem (GMT) we allow multiple edges between two vertices in the alignment
graph G and we partition the edge set E into a set D of so called blocks. A block is
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Fig. 2. An alignment graph with 18 edges. D= ffe1g; fe2g; : : : ; fe18gg is a partition into singleton sets. On
the right is an alignment that realizes 8 edges (and therefore 8 singleton sets).
Fig. 3. An alignment graph with 18 edges. D is a partition into ve blocks d1; d2; d3,d4, and d5. On the
right is an alignment that realizes 2 blocks consisting of a total of 9 edges.
a trace in which every edge is incident to nodes in the same pair of sequences. We
regard a block d 2 D as realized if all the edges in d are realized.
Every block d 2 D has a weight wd representing the benet of realizing that block,
and the weight of an alignment is the sum of the weights of the blocks it realizes. The
goal is to compute an alignment S^ of maximum weight. Notice that this captures the
construction of a multiple alignment out of local pairwise alignments.
Most commonly-used scoring schemes are based on the similarity of single pairs
of characters (for instance Dayho et al. [5] or Henniko and Henniko [14]). This
corresponds to a partition of the edges into singleton sets as in Fig. 2 and is equivalent
to the original MT formulation. It is worth noting that the singleton case includes as
a special case the well-studied sum-of-pairs multiple alignment problem.
GMT also captures more general scoring schemes based on the similarity of pairs
of whole segments of the sequences pairs (see, for instance, the works of Altschul
and Erickson [1], Morgenstern et al. [26], and Wilbur and Lipman [41]). To illustrate
how this can be done, Fig. 3 shows a partition into sets of edges that form con-
secutive runs of matches. Here the edges of a run from a block. Note that both of
the two blocks d5 and d1 contain a dierent edge that runs between the same ver-
tices. Hence, any alignment that realizes either d1 or d5 must match the corresponding
characters.
1.3. The RNA sequence alignment problem
The second alignment problem we address is the RNA Sequence Alignment Prob-
lem (RSA). An RNA molecule, unlike DNA, is a generally single-stranded nucleic acid
molecule that folds in space due to the formation of hydrogen base pairs between its
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bases. Conventional sequence alignment algorithms can only account for the primary
sequence and thus ignore structural aspects. The RSA problem deals with the compar-
ison of RNA sequences when for one of them base pairings are known. The aim then
is to align the sequences of unknown structure in such a way that the known structure
carries over to the unknown sequences and as much sequence similarity is maintained
as possible.
With the prediction of tRNA structure from a set of similar sequences, Levitt [23]
had strikingly demonstrated that sets of similar sequences can yield convincing evidence
for how an RNA molecule folds. The computational problem of considering sequence
and structure of an RNA molecule simultaneously was rst addressed by Sanko [35]
who proposed a dynamic programming algorithm that aligns a set of RNA sequences
while at the same time predicting their common fold. Algorithms similar in spirit were
proposed later on for the problem of comparing one RNA sequence to one or more
of known structure. Corpet and Michot [4] align simultaneously a sequence with a
number of other sequences using both primary and secondary structure. Their dynamic
programming algorithm requires O(n5) running time and O(n4) space (n is the length
of the sequences) and thus can handle only short sequences. Corpet and Michot propose
an anchor-point heuristic to divide large alignment problems by xed alignment regions
into small subproblems that the dynamic programming algorithm can then be applied
to. Bafna et al. [3] improved the dynamic programming algorithm to a running time
of O(n4) which still does not make it applicable to real-life problems. Gorodkin et al.
[8] iterate Sanko’s dynamic programming algorithm to nd motifs among many RNA
sequences".
Instead of using dynamic programming the algorithm of Waterman [40] searches for
common motifs among several sequences. Eddy and Durbin [7] describe probabilis-
tic models for measuring the secondary structure and primary sequence consensus of
RNA sequence families. They present algorithms for analyzing and comparing RNA
sequences as well as database search techniques. Since the basic operation in their
approach is an expensive dynamic programming procedure, their algorithms cannot an-
alyze sequences longer than 150{200 nucleotides. Notredame et al. [31] implemented a
genetic algorithm for the optimization of both alignment and structure correspondence
between two RNA molecules. Their procedure produces biologically good results al-
though at the expense of considerable running time.
The input to the RSA problem can also be viewed in form of an alignment graph
where for one sequence, say S1, we additionally are given a list of base pairs, e.g.
as output of a secondary structure prediction program (see Fig. 4 for two sequences).
The only condition on those base pairs is that a base can be involved in at most
one base pair. We thus allow tertiary interactions or pseudo knots. The goal is to
compute an (optimal) alignment that maximizes sequence and structure consensus si-
multaneously. To be more precise, the score that is optimized is a weighted sum of
a sequence alignment score and a base pairing score which measures the quantity
and quality of the base pairs of the sequences that are preserved by the sequence
alignment.
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Fig. 4. Alignment graph with base pairs of the rst sequence.
1.4. Guide to the paper
In this paper we apply methods from polyhedral combinatorics to the GMT and the
RSA problem. We formulate both problems in terms of an integer linear program and
derive several classes of facet-dening inequalities for the associated polytope.
We show that for some of these classes the corresponding separation problem can
be solved in polynomial time. This leads to another polynomial time algorithm for
pairwise alignment that is not based on dynamic programming techniques (see Pevzner
and Waterman [33] for a thorough presentation of primal-dual approach for a number
of sequence alignment problems that is also not based on dynamic programming).
It turns out that our branch-and-cut algorithms can solve problem instances, the size
of which is not tractable for dynamic programming based approaches.
In Section 2 we give a graph-theoretic characterization of traces which in turn is used
to formulate the GMT and RSA problem as an ILP. In Section 3 we study the structure
of these polytopes and present classes of facet-dening inequalities. In Section 4 we
sketch the branch-and-cut algorithms. The results of our computational experiments are
given in Section 5. Finally we discuss our results in Section 6.
The reader that is more interested in the practical results of our work might wish to
skip Section 3 except for the introductory part and rather go on to Section 4 in which
the algorithms are described. As a nal note the corresponding author would like to
point out that a more detailed discussion of the problems in this paper can be found
in [34].
2. A graph-theoretic characterization of traces
In this section we give a graph-theoretic characterization of traces in a form that
is helpful for expressing the GMT and RSA problem as integer linear programs. We
need some more notations.
A mixed graph is a tuple G = (V; E; A), where V is a set of vertices, E is a set
of edges and A is a set of arcs. A path in a mixed graph is an alternating sequence
v1; e1; v2; e2; : : : ; vk of vertices and arcs or edges such that either ei = fvi; vi+1g 2 E or
ei = (vi; vi+1) 2 A, for all i; 16i< k. A path is called a mixed path if it contains at
least one arc in A and one edge in E. A mixed path is called a mixed cycle i the
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Fig. 5. Extended alignment graph. Two critical mixed cycles (dashed) are shown.
rst and the last vertex on the path is the same. Since a mixed path P (or a mixed
cycle C) is determined by the set of arcs and edges in P (respectively in C), we often
identify paths and cycles by their set of edges and arcs.
The length of a mixed path P (cycle C) is the number of edges and arcs it contains.
The size of a mixed path P (cycle C) is the number of edges in E it contains.
Note that all above notations and denitions hold also for multigraphs that are graphs
in which we allow multiple edges (arcs) between pairs of nodes.
For our problems it is convenient to extend the alignment graph to a mixed graph
(V; E; H) by adding a set of directed \horizontal" arcs
H = f(sij; sij+1) j 16i6k; 16j<nig;
where sij is the vertex that corresponds to letter j in sequence i. We call this graph
the extended alignment graph (EAG) (Fig. 5). We use Si to denote all vertices sij with
16j6ni. If e 2 E is an edge between a vertex in Si and a vertex in Sj with i< j we
denote by start(e) the index of the letter of Si where the edge e starts and by end(e)
the index of the letter of Sj where the edge e ends. For two alignment edges e and f
(e 6= f) we dene the irreexive, transitive partial order ‘’ as follows:
Denition 1. Two alignment edges e; f 2 E are in relation e  f if and only if they
both start in Si and end in Sj for some i< j and if
(start(e)>start(f) and end(e)6end(f)) or
(start(e) = start(f) and end(e)<end(f)):
Two alignment edges e and f are in conict if either e  f or f  e (i.e. they form
a mixed cycle of size two).
For example in Fig. 1 the relations e  f and h  g hold. We call a mixed cycle
R in G critical if for all i, 16i6k, all vertices in R \ Si occur consecutively in R.
The extended alignment graph gives us a simple way of testing whether its edge set
represents a trace or not by simply looking for a critical mixed cycle in it which we
prove in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let G = (V; E; H) be an EAG, let T E and let G0 = (V; T; H) be the
EAG induced by T . Then T is a trace i there is no critical mixed cycle in G0.
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Proof. Assume rst that T is a trace. Let A be an alignment that realizes T . An
alignment arranges the vertices of G into columns such that all edges in T connect
vertices in the same column and such that all arcs in H run from left to right. Thus
G0 contains no mixed cycle.
Assume next that G0 contains no critical mixed cycle. We show rst that G0 contains
no mixed cycle and then construct an alignment with trace T . Assume rst that G0
contains a mixed cycle. Consider a smallest size mixed cycle R and assume that it is
not critical. Then there is some i such that the vertices in R \ Si are not consecutive
in R. Let y be the rightmost vertex in R \ Si and let Q be the subpath of R starting
in y and ending in the next vertex x on R \ Si. If x = y, then either Q or R without
the \loop" Q is a mixed cycle smaller than R. If x 6= y, then Q together with the
path of arcs between x and y is a mixed cycle smaller than R. In both cases we have
a contradiction. Thus G0 contains no mixed cycle. Let C1; : : : ; Cm be the connected
components of (V; T ) (note that each connected component contains at most one vertex
from each sequence). Dene a directed graph with vertex set fC1; : : : ; Cmg and arc set
f(Ci; Cj) j there is an arc (x; y) 2 H with x 2 Ci and y 2 Cjg. This graph is acyclic
(since G0 has no mixed cycle) and hence may be sorted topologically. We obtain an
alignment that realizes T by making each component a column of the alignment and
by ordering the columns as given by the topological ordering.
2.1. A characterization of the GMT problem as ILP
In this section we give the ILP formulation the GMT. Recall that in the GMT
formulation we are given an EAG G = (V; E; H) and a partition D of blocks. Using
Theorem 2 we can formulate the GMT problem as follows:
Generalized Maximum Trace Problem. Given an EAG G = (V; E; H) and a partition
D into blocks with weights wd (8d 2 D). Find a set M D of maximum weight such
that
S
d2M d does not induce a critical mixed cycle on G.
Note that the only conditions on D are (1) every d 2 D is a trace between a pair of
sequences, i.e. it does not contain two conicting edges, and (2) D is a partition, i.e.
any edge in E is contained in exactly one block of D. A feasible set over D is a set
M of blocks such that the union U =
S
d2M d does not induce a mixed cycle on G. In
that case U is a trace according to Theorem 2. Let T:=fM D j Sd2M d is a traceg
be the set of all feasible solutions. We dene the GMT polytope as the convex hull
of all incidence vectors of D that are feasible, i.e.
PT(G):=convfM 2 f0; 1gjDj jM 2Tg
where the incidence vector F for a subset F D is dened by setting Fd =1 if d 2 F
and setting Fd =0 if d 62 F . For reasons of clarication we speak in the singleton case
also of the MT polytope.
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The surjective function v : E [ H ! D [ ; with
v(e) =
(
d if e 2 d;
; if e 2 H
maps each edge e 2 E to the block d 2 D in which e is contained. As a shorthand we
write v(C):=fv(e) j e 2 Cg; C E [ H .
It is now easy to formulate GMT as an integer linear program. For every d 2 D we
have a binary variable xd 2 f0; 1g which indicates whether d is in the solution or not.
In view of Theorem 2 the GMT-problem
max
X
d2D
wd  xd subject to x 2 PT(G)
is equivalent to
maximize
X
d2D
wd  xd
subject to
X
d2v(C)
xd6jv(C)j − 1;
8 critical mixed cycles C in G
xd 2 f0; 1g; 8d 2 D:
(1)
We call the inequalities of type (1) mixed-cycle inequalities. All mixed cycle in-
equalities are valid inequalities for the GMT polytope of G. In Section 3.2 we derive
conditions under which they are facet dening.
2.2. A characterization of the RSA problem as ILP
The input for the RSA problem can also be modeled as an extended alignment graph
G with an additional edge set B, i.e. G= (V; E; H; B). We call G the RSA graph. The
edges in B represent possible base pairings between residues of the sequences as derived
from the given base pairs for sequence S1. We call the edges in B base pair edges (see
also Fig. 6 for two sequences). There is a base pair edge bij 2 B, if the two alignment
edges ei and ej (i< j) have the following properties:
 ei and ej start in S1 and end in the same sequence Sl; 26l6k.
 The two alignment edges ei and ej are not in conict.
 There is a base pair given between the bases start(ei) and start(ej) in sequence S1.
 The bases end(ei) and end(ej) of Sl are complementary (and thus able to form a
base pair).
Note that bij is unique and that the denition of base pair edges can also incorporate
other constraints like for example a minimum distance of start(ei) and start(ej) (resp.
end(ei) and end(ej)). Note further that the base pairs of the rst sequence are only
used to dene the base pair edges in B. They are not part of the RSA graph. We call
ei and ej the generating alignment edges of the base pair edge bij. Each base pair
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Fig. 6. An RSA graph with the base pairs of the rst sequence (shown without arcs in H).
edge bij has a positive weight wij that could, for example, measure the \energy" or
the number of the hydrogen bonds of the base pair. We say that an alignment realizes
a base pair edge bij if it realizes its two generating alignment edges ei and ej. Two
base pair edges are in conict if there is a conict between their generating alignment
edges. A base pair edge is in conict with an alignment edge if the alignment edge
is in conict with one of the generating alignment edges of the base pair. A subset
A= fE0 [ B0 jE0E; B0Bg of E [ B is called a RSA alignment of G if
 E0 is a trace of G and
 the base pair edges in B0 are realized by the alignment edges in E0.
Note that B0 can be any subset of the base pair edges realized by E0, e.g. B0 = ; is
allowed. The weight w(A) of the RSA alignment A is the sum of the weights of the
alignment edges in E0 and the weights of the base pair edges in B0. The RSA problem
is then dened as follows:
The RNA Sequence Alignment Problem. Given an RSA graph G=(V; E; H; B), compute
the RSA alignment A with maximal weight.
Every RSA alignment A = E0 [ B0 can be represented by an jE [ Bj-dimensional
incidence-vector A. Let R:=fAE [ B jA is an RSA alignment of Gg be the set of
all feasible solutions. We dene the RSA polytope of G as the convex hull of all
incidence vectors of RSA alignments, i.e.
PR(G):=convfA 2 f0; 1gjE[Bj jA 2 Rg
It now is easy to formulate the RSA problem as an integer linear program. The variable
xi represents the alignment edge ei and the variable xij the base pair edge bij. The
problem
max
X
a2E[B
wa  xa subject to x 2 PR(G)
can then be formulated as follows:
maximize
X
ei2E
wi  xi +
X
bij2B
wij  xij
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subject to
X
e2C
xe6jC \ Ej − 1; (2)
8 critical mixed cycles C in G
xij6xi; (3)
xij6xj:
8 base pair variables xij
xi; xij 2 f0; 1g: (4)
The mixed cycle inequalities (2) ensure that the chosen alignment edges form a trace
in G. The second class of constraints (3) guarantees that a base pair edge is only
realized if its generating alignment edges are realized.
3. Studying the polytopes
We have dened two optimization problems over the GMT polytope and the RSA
polytope, respectively, so that the set of vertices of each polytope corresponds to the
set of feasible solutions. Due to Farkas et al. [37], for every polytope P there exists
also a description in form of linear inequalities. The aim of polyhedral combinatorics
is to study these descriptions. Of particular interest are the dimension and special faces
of the polytope. The dimension of a polytope is the maximum number of anely
independent points corresponding to vertices of the polytope and a face of a poly-
tope P is a subset F P such that there exists an inequality aTx6a0 with Pfx 2
RE j aTx6a0g and F = fx 2 P j aTx = a0g. Especially important faces of a polyhedron
P are the ones of dimension 0, the vertices, and the ones of dimension dim(P) − 1,
the facets, which can be found in a minimal description of P in terms of linear
inequalities.
Once a complete description of a polytope P is known, the associated optimization
problem over P can be solved via linear programming.
However, it is unlikely to nd a complete description of a polytope associated with a
NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem [18]. But experience has shown that partial
descriptions already suce in order to solve given instances to provable optimality.
Concerning the MT polytope for two sequences, we succeeded in nding the com-
plete description (see Section 3.2). For both the GMT and the RSA polytope we present
a partial description.
Any partial description denes a relaxation of the original optimization problem
and hence provides a lower bound in the case of a maximization problem. Often the
lower bounds provided via polyhedral studies are much better than the lower bounds
obtained by other methods. Therefore it is useful to combine polyhedral techniques
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with branch-and-bound techniques; this combination is called branch-and-cut (see
Section 4).
The performance of a branch-and-cut algorithm crucially depends on the description
of the associated polytope. As mentioned above, in a \good" (minimal) description
of a polytope, only the so-called facet-dening inequalities are present. Hence it is
worthwhile investigating the polytope searching for such inequalities.
In Section 3.1 we review some well-known theorems about independence systems
and polyhedral combinatorics. In Section 3.2 we give a complete description of for
the (G)MT polytope in the two-sequence case and partially characterize it for multiple
sequences. Finally we characterize the RSA polytope in Section 3.3.
3.1. Mathematical preliminaries
In this section we give some basic denitions and results about independence systems
and polyhedral combinatorics.
A pair I =(A;I) is called an independence system on A if I is a family of subsets
of the nite set A with ; 2 I and the property that F1F2 and F2 2 I implies
F1 2 I. The members of I are called independent and those of 2A n I dependent
sets.
Let I = (A;I) be an independence system on A. A circuit C of I is a minimal
dependent subset of A, i.e. a set C 2 2A n I satisfying C n feg 2 I for all e 2 C.
An independence system is called k-regular if each of its circuits is of size k. A set
F A is a clique of a k-regular system (A;I) if jF j>k and all

jFj
k

k-subsets of
F are circuits of (A;I). Let PI be the polyhedron associated with (A;I). Then the
following well-known theorems hold.
Theorem 3 (Grotschel and Padberg [11]). Let (A;I) be an independence system and
let F = A−SI. Then the dimension of PI is jAj − jF j.
This theorem yields a method to determine whether a polytope is full dimensional.
Theorem 4 (Hammer et al. [13]). If PI is a full-dimensional polytope associated with
the independence system (A;I); then xi>0 for i=1; : : : ; jAj are the only facet-dening
inequalities with right-hand side 0. Moreover; all the nontrivial facets of PI are
dened by inequalities aTx6a0 with a>0 and a0> 0.
The above theorem for full-dimensional polytopes restricts the number of possible
facet-dening inequalities. The next theorem will prove useful in the two-sequence case
of the GMT.
Theorem 5 (Nemhauser and Trotter [30]). Suppose F A is a maximal clique in the
k-regular independence system (A;I). Then
P
e2F xe6k − 1 is a facet of PI.
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For F A we call I 0=(F;I0) where I0=fC 2 I jC Fg, the subsystem generated
by F . Given a facet-dening inequality
P
e2F aexe6a0 for the subsystem (F;I
0), one
may ask whether there is a facet-dening inequalityX
e2F
aexe +
X
e2AnF
aexe6a0
for the independence system (A;I)(F;I0). The process for obtaining inequalities
from inequalities of subsystems is called lifting. For every subset F A let PI(F)
denote the polytope fx 2 PI j xe = 0 for all e 62 Fg.
Theorem 6 (Nemhauser and Trotter [30]). Let (A;I) be an independence system; let
F A and e 62 F . Suppose Pk2F akxk6a0 denes a facet of PI(F) with a0> 0. Set
ae:=a0 −max
(X
k2F
akIk jI F; feg [ I 2 I
)
:
Then aexe +
P
k2F akxk6a0 denes a facet of PI(F [ feg).
Thus, a facet-dening inequality aTx6a0 for PI can be derived from a facet-dening
inequality of PI(F) by using the above theorem for all elements a 2 A n F . In the
case that ae = 0 for all e 2 A n F , we also say that the inequality aTx6a0 has been
derived by zero-lifting from an inequality on its subsystems.
The next theorem also holds when the investigated problem does not form an inde-
pendence system.
Theorem 7 (Nemhauser and Trotter [30]). Let PRd be a full-dimensional polyhe-
dron. If F is a (nonempty) face of P then the following assertions are equivalent.
(1) F is a facet of P.
(2) dim(F)=dim(P)−1 where dim(P) is the maximum number of anely indepen-
dent points in P minus one.
(3) There exists a valid inequality cTx6c0 with respect to P with the following three
properties:
(a) F = fx 2 P j cTx = c0g
(b) There exists a vector x^ 2 P such that cTx^ < c0.
(c) If aTx6a0 is a valid inequality for P such that F  F = fx 2 PjaTx = a0g
then there exists a number  2 R such that aT = cT and a0 =   c0.
Assertions 2 and 3 provide the two basic methods to prove that a given inequal-
ity cTx6c0 is facet dening for a polyhedron P. The rst method, called the direct
method, consists of exhibiting a set of d=dim(P) vectors x1; : : : ; xd satisfying cTxi=c0
and showing that these vectors are anely independent. The indirect method is the fol-
lowing: We assume that fx j cTx=c0gfx j aTx=a0g for some facet-dening inequality
aTx6a0 and prove that there exists a > 0 such that aT = cT and a0 = c0.
A matrix A is called totally unimodular if each subdeterminant of A is 0;+1 or
−1. In particular each entry in a totally unimodular matrix is 0;+1 or −1. A link
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between total unimodularity and integer linear programming is given by the following
fundamental theorem.
Theorem 8 (Schrijver [37]). Let A be a totally unimodular matrix and let b be
an integral vector. Then the polyhedron P:=fx jAx6bg is integral; i.e. it has only
integer-valued vertices.
Thus proving a constraint matrix to be totally unimodular yields an elegant way to
prove the integrality of the associated polytope. The following theorem gives useful
characterizations of total unimodularity.
Theorem 9 (Schrijver [37]). Let A be a matrix with entries 0;+1 or −1. Then the
following are equivalent:
(1) A is totally unimodular; i.e. each square submatrix of A has determinant 0;+1
or −1;
(2) each collection of columns of A can be split into two parts so that the sum of
the columns in one part minus the sum of the columns in the other part is a
vector with entries only 0;+1 or −1.
3.2. The structure of the GMT polytope
In this section we investigate the structure of the GMT polytope. First we consider
the case of two sequences and then the case of multiple sequences. Recall that D
is the set of all blocks that might be realized by an alignment. Since every subset
of a feasible set of blocks is also feasible and the empty set is feasible as well, the
pair IT(G) = (D;T) forms an independence system on D. We call the set of blocks
which have nonzero coecients in an inequality cTx6c0 the support of the inequality.
According to the denition of circuits we observe the following:
Observation 1. Let R be any critical mixed cycle in an extended alignment graph
G = (V; E; H). Then the incidence vectors of v(R) form a circuit of the independence
system IT(G).
Lemma 10. Let G=(V; E; H) be an extended alignment graph. PT(G) is full dimen-
sional and the inequalities xd>0; d 2 D are facet dening for PT(G). Further let d
be any block in D. Then the inequality xd61 is facet dening i no edge of d is in
conict with another edge.
Proof. Since every d 2 D is independent, it follows by Theorem 3 that PT(G) is full
dimensional. From Theorem 4 follows that xd>0, d 2 D is facet dening for PT(G)
for all d 2 D.
To prove the last statement let us assume that no edge of d is in conict with
another edge. Then A= ffs; dgD j s 2 D n dg [ ffdgg is a set of jDj many feasible
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Fig. 7. The K2;3 and the corresponding pairgraph.
solutions whose incidence vectors are anely independent. Thus xd61 denes a facet
of PT(G).
On the other hand, assume that there is an edge e 2 d in conict with another edge
f. Then each incidence vector M of a feasible solution M D satisfying Md = 1 has
to satisfy Mv(f) = 0, so dimfx 2 PT(G) j xd = 1g6jDj − 2. Thus xd61 is not facet
dening.
We call the inequalities dened in the lemma above the trivial inequalities for the
GMT problem.
For two sequences all circuits of IT(G) (recall that IT(G) = (D;T)) are of cardi-
nality two because a critical mixed cycle visits every sequence at most once (see also
Theorem 2). Hence the independence system is 2-regular, which means that in a clique
of IT each pair of blocks contains edges e1; e2 with e1  e2. Theorem 5 implies that
the inequalitiesX
d2C
xd61; C is a maximal clique of IT(G)
are facet dening for PT(G). We call these inequalities clique inequalities.
It is known that the two-sequence case of MT can be reduced to the problem of
computing the heaviest increasing subsequence of an integer sequence. Therefore the
question arises whether the trivial and clique inequalities already give a complete de-
scription of the (G)MT polytope. In fact it can be shown that for the MT the clique
inequalities together with the trivial inequalities build a complete description of the
MT polytope.
To prove this we need a more intuitive understanding of cliques in the independence
system IT(G) for the MT problem. Observe that (V; E) is a subgraph of the complete
bipartite graph Kp;q with nodes x1; : : : ; xp and y1; : : : ; yq.
Denition 11. Let PG(Kp;q) be the p  q directed grid graph, such that the arcs go
from right to left and from bottom to top. Row r, 16r6p of PG(Kp;q) contains q
nodes which correspond from left to right to the q edges that go between node xr and
node y1; : : : ; yq in Kp;q. We call PG(Kp;q) the pairgraph of Kp;q (see Fig. 7) and we
call a node of the pairgraph essential if it corresponds to an edge in E.
The graph PG(Kp;q) has exactly one source and one sink and there is a path from
node n2 to node n1 in PG(Kp;q) i e1  e2 for the corresponding edges e1; e2 in Kp;q.
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Fig. 8. Instance of MT with corresponding sparse pairgraph (in black) that has no totally unimodular con-
straint matrix (white nodes are nonessential).
For example in Fig. 7 e3 is the source and e5  e3 because there is a path from e3 to
e5. Recall that the two singleton sets fe1g and fe2g form a circuit in IT(G) i e1 and
e2 are in conict, i.e. if either e1  e2 or e2  e1.
Lemma 12. Let p=n1; : : : ; np+q be a source-to-sink path (n1 is the source) in PG(Kp;q)
and let e1; : : : ; el; l6p+q; be the edges in E that correspond to essential nodes in p.
Then C:=ffe1g; : : : ; felgg is a clique of IT(G) if jCj>2. Moreover; every maximal
clique of IT(G) is represented by a source-to-sink path in PG(Kp;q).
Proof. For any two nodes ni and nj in p with i> j the corresponding edges ei and
ej are in relation ei  ej and hence feig and fejg form a circuit of IT(G). Thus
ffe1g; : : : ; felgg is a clique of IT(G). Conversely, the edges in the singleton sets of
any clique C = ffe1g; : : : ; felgg of IT(G) can be totally ordered with respect to 
because  is transitive and the edges in any two singleton sets of C are in relation .
We assume w.l.o.g. e1  e2      el. As noted above that means that there exists a
path from ni to ni+1 for 16i< l. This implies the existence of a source-to-sink path
containing the essential nodes n1; : : : ; nl. On this path cannot lie another essential node,
because otherwise C would not be maximal.
The pairgraph is a powerful data structure. It represents (2n− 2)!=(n− 1)!2 =
(2n)
clique inequalities where n is the number of edges in Kp;q. However, if G is sparse it
is unnecessary to store nonessential nodes. In this case the space consumption can
be reduced using a sparse pairgraph. In a sparse pairgraph there are only essen-
tial nodes and paths consisting of nonessential nodes are replaced by arcs (see also
Fig. 8). Normally the space consumption of a sparse pairgraph is linear in the number
of edges in G, although there are examples, in which the sparse pairgraph needs more
space, because of a high number of arcs. To prove the integrality of the MT polytope
we could prove that the constraint matrix formed by the trivial and clique inequalities
is totally unimodular. Unfortunately this is not the case. To show this we have to
identify a set of columns in the constraint matrix with the property, that there is no
partition of the set in sets S+ and S− such that the sum of the column vectors in S+
minus the sum of the column vectors in S− yields a vector with entries 1; 0 or −1.
Indeed, such an example can be found.
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Fig. 9. Coecient matrix C.
Lemma 13. There are instances of the MT problem for two sequences such that the
constraint matrix formed by the trivial and clique inequalities is not totally unimod-
ular.
Proof. The proof is conducted by exhibiting an instance of the MT problem which
gives rise to a constraint matrix that is not totally unimodular. Fig. 8 shows an instance
of MT and the corresponding sparse pairgraph. It is easy to verify that the matrix C
in Fig. 9 gives the coecients for all clique inequalities: If we choose the columns 2,
3 and 6 there are exactly three ways to partition them w.l.o.g. into S+ and S−, namely
(1) S+ = f2g and S− = f3; 6g.
(2) S+ = f3g and S− = f2; 6g.
(3) S+ = f6g and S− = f2; 3g.
Summing the vectors in S+ and subtracting the vectors in S− yields the following
three vectors:
(1) (1; 0; 0;−1; 0;−1;−1;−2)T,
(2) (−1;−2; 0;−1; 0;−1; 1; 0)T,
(3) (−1; 0; 0; 1;−2;−1;−1; 0)T.
Each of these vectors has an entry dierent from 0; 1 and −1. According to
Theorem 9 this is not possible for a totally unimodular matrix.
Deprived of this convenient way of showing that the trivial and cliques inequalities
form a complete description of the MT polytope we try a more direct way by using
the pairgraph in a constructive proof.
Theorem 14. In the two-sequence case of the MT problem the trivial and the clique
inequalities together form a complete description of the MT polytope.
Proof. Let P be the polytope dened by the trivial and the clique inequalities. Then
certainly PT(G)P. If we could prove that P is integral, i.e. has only integral vertices,
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Fig. 10. PG0(Kp;q) with the node sets C1 and C2.
we would have equality since a full-dimensional polytope has { up to a multiplicative
factor { a unique description.
Lemma 15. P is integral.
Proof. Assume that P has a fractional vertex x^. Let w be a vector of weights such
that x^ is the unique optimum solution of maxfwTx j x 2 Pg; any w lying in the cone
generated by supporting hyperplanes of x^ works.
Assign to each node ne in PG(Kp;q) that corresponds to an edge e in E the value
x^feg of the singleton set feg and assign zero to all other nodes. Now let PG0 be the
subgraph of PG(Kp;q) that consists of tight paths, i.e. the subgraph that is induced
by the edges that are contained in some source-to-sink path, where the values of the
nodes on that path sum up exactly to one. Note that such a tight path exists because
otherwise x^ would not be optimal. Moreover, all paths in PG0 are tight because for
any node ne in PG0 it holds that all paths from the source to ne have the same
value and all paths from ne to the sink have the same value. This follows because
otherwise there would exist at least one source-to-sink path that has a value greater than
one. This in turn would imply a violated clique inequality which would contradict the
feasibility of x^.
Let s be the source of PG0. We construct node sets of PG0, such that every
source-to-sink path goes exactly once through each node set. Let C1 be the set of
nodes with nonzero value such that the nodes in C1 are the rst nodes with nonzero
value on a source-to-sink path. Such a set exists as we have only tight paths in PG0.
Let m be the minimal value of the nodes in C1. Clearly m< 1, because we assume
a fractional solution. Let M C1 be the set of all nodes of C1 with value m. Further
let N (M) be the set of the rst nodes with nonzero value reachable from M and let
C2 = (C1nM) [ N (M). This leads to the following observations (see also Fig. 10):
(1) There is no arc from ne to nf between any two nodes ne; nf 2 C1. Otherwise
there would be two paths with dierent value from s to nf, one with value xffg
and one with value xffg + xfeg which is impossible.
(2) There is no arc from ne to nf between any two nodes ne; nf 2 N (M). Otherwise
there would be two paths with dierent values from s to nf,
namely one with value m+ xffg and one with value m+ xffg + xfeg.
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(3) The nodes in C1 nM cannot have an edge to a node in N (M). Again, this would
result in two paths of dierent value from the source to an edge in N (M).
From the above observations it follows that every source-to-sink path visits C1 and
C2 exactly once. Dene S1 =
P
fe j ne2Mg wfeg and S2 =
P
fe j ne2N (M)g wfeg. Here wfeg
is the weight (in the weight vector w) of the singleton set feg. Assume S16S2. We
then decrease the value of the nodes in M by m and increase the value of the nodes in
N (M) by this amount. Then all tight paths are still tight, as by our invariant every tight
path goes once through C1 and once through C2. However, we have a new fractional
solution which achieves at least the optimum weight. This is a contradiction to the
assumption that we have a unique optimal solution. Therefore the solution must be
integral. The case S1>S2 can be handled analogously.
Proof of Theorem 14 (Conclusion).
The proof of the integrality of P concludes the proof of Theorem 14.
It should be noted that the above lemma can be proved in a dierent way which we
shortly sketch.
Pevzner and Waterman [33] showed that the weight of a maximum trace equals
the size of a minimal clique cover which is proven using Dilworths theorem. In other
words, if Ax6b is the system of the clique inequalities from the lemma above then for
each integral vector c holds maxfcx jAx6bg=minfyTb jyTA= c; y>0g. The equality
of the solution of the primal and dual problem for each integral c implies that Ax6b
is totally dual integral. Together with the integrality of b this implies that P is integral
(see for example [37]).
Hence the branch-and-cut algorithm as well as Pevzner and Waterman’s method
provides methods for computing optimal pairwise alignments that are not based on
dynamic programming.
It is not clear whether the clique inequalities and the trivial inequalities always form
a complete description of the GMT polytope.
We now switch to the case of multiple sequences. For more than three sequences
Kececioglu [19] showed that the MT is NP-hard. Hence we cannot expect to nd a
complete description of the GMT polytope in this case.
First we will show that the facet-dening inequalities of the two-sequence case of
the GMT are also facet dening in the multiple-sequence case. If an inequality is facet
dening for a polytope P1 associated with some subgraph G1 of the EAG, then it is
still facet dening for a polytope P2, if the EAG G2 associated with P2 is augmented
only by edges that do not induce a mixed cycle with edges in G1. An application of
the lifting theorem (see Theorem 6) yields that the coecients of all blocks whose
edges do not induce a mixed cycle with the edges in G1 are zero. This reads formally
as follows:
Lemma 16 (Zero lifting). Let G = (V; E; H) be an extended alignment graph; U D
and cTx6c0 be a facet-dening inequality for PT(G[En
S
s2U s]) (where G[A] with
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AE is the subgraph of G induced by A). Choose any d 2 U whose edges do not
induce a mixed cycle with an edge in the support of cTx6x0. Then cTx6x0 denes
a facet of PT(G[(E n
S
s2U s) [ d]).
If we apply Lemma 16 to the clique inequalities we get the following theorem:
Theorem 17. Let G=(V; E; H) be the extended alignment graph for k > 2 sequences
and D be a partition into blocks. Let Di;j be the set of blocks between sequences Si
and Sj; and let PT(Gij) be the GMT polytope for the subgraph Gij = (Vij; Eij; Hij)
induced by the edges in fSd jd 2 Di;jg. Every facet dening inequality of PT(Gij)
is also facet dening for PT(G).
Proof. Lemma 16 implies that a facet dening inequality cTx6b is also facet dening
for PT(G), because no edge in a block in D n Dij can form a mixed cycle with an
edge in the support of cTx6b.
We now turn our attention to the next class of inequalities, the mixed cycle inequal-
ities. This is an important class of inequalities, because they appear in the formulation
of the problem as an integer linear program. We need some more notation.
Denition 18. Let C be a critical mixed cycle in an extended alignment graph. We
call an edge e = (v; w) 2 E a chord of C if C1 [ feg and C2 [ feg are critical mixed
cycles where C1 and C2 are obtained by splitting C at v and w.
For reasons of convenience we write x(F) =
P
f2F xf.
Lemma 19. Let G = (V; E; H) be an extended alignment graph; D a partition into
blocks and C a critical mixed cycle of size ‘. Then the inequality
x(v(C))6‘ − 1
denes a facet of PT(G) if and only if C has no chord.
Proof. Assume that C is a critical mixed cycle of size ‘ without a chord. Let e1; : : : ; e‘
be ‘ edges on C. Note that by denition of D v(e1) 6= v(e2) 6=    6= v(e‘). We obtain
‘ dierent feasible solutions by taking only the edges in v(C) and removing the edges
in v(ei), 16i6‘. The incidence vectors of these solutions are linearly independent and
satisfy x(v(C))= ‘− 1. Since C has no chord we can add any block from D n v(C) to
one of the above solutions without inducing a mixed cycle on G. This yields another
jDj − ‘ vectors that fulll x(v(C)) = ‘ − 1.
Moreover, the incidence vectors of all sets of blocks constructed above are linearly
independent. Thus x(v(C))6‘ − 1 is a facet-dening inequality.
On the other hand, if C has a chord e then each incidence vector M of a solution
M D satisfying x(v(C))=‘−1 has to satisfy Mv(e)=0, so dimfx 2 PT(G) j x(v(C))=
‘ − 1g6jDj − 2. Thus x(v(C))6‘ − 1 is not a facet-dening inequality.
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The next lemma addresses the case in which we have a mixed cycle with a chord.
Lemma 20. Let G=(V; E; H) be an extended alignment graph consisting of a critical
mixed cycle C of size ‘ with a chord e and D a partition into blocks. Then the
inequality
x(v(C [ feg))6‘ − 1
denes a facet of PT(G).
Proof. From Lemma 19 we know that x(v(C))6‘−1 is a facet dening inequality for
PT(G[E n v(e)]). Since IT is an independence system we can use the lifting theorem
to obtain the coecient of the block v(e) in the above facet-dening inequality. If we
want to have a feasible solution containing the block v(e), we have to remove another
block from any feasible solution of x(v(C))6‘ − 1, because e induces two critical
mixed cycles together with the edges in C. Theorem 6 implies that the coecient of
xv(e) is 1 which proves the lemma.
We call the inequalities dened in the two preceding lemmas mixed-cycle inequalities
and chorded-mixed-cycle inequalities respectively.
3.3. The structure of the RSA polytope
In this section we investigate the structure of the RSA polytope. Recall that in the
RSA secondary structure problem we are given an RSA graph and G = (V; E; H; B)
want to compute a maximum weight RSA alignment. Unfortunately the pair IR(G) =
(E [ B;R) does not form an independence system on E [ B, because the base pair
edges are dependent on the alignment edges. This deprives us of an elegant way of
proving results about the RSA polytope. We now state some basic results about the
RSA polytope and then dene four non-trivial classes of valid inequalities and show
in which case they are facet dening.
Lemma 21. Let G=(V; E; H; B) be an RSA graph with n alignment and m base pair
edges. Then PR(G) is full-dimensional and the inequality xi61 is facet dening i
there is no ej 2 E in conict with ei.
Proof. The rst part of the lemma is proven by exhibiting n+m+1 anely independent
incidence vectors of RSA alignments. We can easily do that by constructing n RSA
alignments consisting of one alignment edge and m RSA alignments consisting of one
base pair edge together with its generating alignment edges. Together with the zero
vector this yields n+ m+ 1 anely independent incidence vectors.
To prove the second part we assume that there is no ej 2 E which is in conict
with ei. We dene n− 1 sets fej; eig, 8ej 2 E n feig and m sets fei; b; el; erg, 8b 2 B
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where el; er are the generating alignment edges of b. Together with the set feg this
yields n + m RSA alignments Ak , k = 1; : : : ; n + m, whose incidence vectors Ak are
anely independent and satisfy Aki = 1.
On the other hand, if there is a ej 2 E which is in conict with ei, then for
every incidence vector  of an RSA alignment, i = 1 would imply j = 0. Therefore
dimfx 2 PR(G) j xi =1g6n+m− 1 and hence xi61 is not a facet-dening inequality.
Lemma 22. Let G=(V; E; H; B) be an RSA graph with n alignment and m base pair
edges.
1. The inequality xi>0 is facet-dening i ei is not a generating alignment edge of
a base pair edge.
2. For each base pair edge bij the inequality xij>0 is facet-dening.
Proof. (1) Let ei 2 E be an alignment edge which is not a generating alignment
edge of a base pair edge. Then the n− 1 RSA alignments consisting of one alignment
edge other than ei and the m RSA alignments consisting of one base pair edge and
its generating alignment edges form a collection of n + m − 1 RSA alignments Ak ,
k = 1; : : : ; n + m − 1, whose incidence vectors Ak are anely independent. Together
with the zero vector this yields n + m anely independent incidence vectors with
Aki = 0. Therefore xi>0 is a facet-dening inequality. On the other hand, if ei 2 E is
a generating alignment edge of a base pair edge bij, then for every incidence vector ,
i = 0 would imply ij = 0. Therefore dimfx 2 PR(G) j xi = 0g6n+ m− 1 and hence
xi>0 is not a facet-dening inequality.
(2) Let bij 2 B be a base pair edge. The n RSA alignments consisting of one
alignment edge and the m− 1 RSA alignments consisting of one base pair edge other
than bij and its generating edges form n+m−1 RSA alignments Ak , k=1; : : : ; n+m−1,
whose incidence vectors Ak are anely independent. Together with the zero vector
this yields n + m anely independent incidence vectors satisfying Akij = 0. Therefore
xij>0 is a facet-dening inequality.
We will now see that we can tighten both classes of inequalities that are in the ILP
formulation. If one looks at an alignment edge ei it might be that it is the generating
alignment edge of a set BiB of base pair edges. Since all pairs of base pair edges
in Bi have a conict { the generating alignment edges dierent from ei start all in the
same base of sequence S1 { an RSA alignment can realize only one base pair edge in
Bi. Therefore we can tighten these inequalities in the ILP formulation as follows:X
bij2Bi
xij6xi:
We call this class of valid inequalities base pair inequalities and show that they are
facet-dening for the RSA polytope.
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Fig. 11. One redundant (a) and two contributing (b,c) extended cliques (arcs in H not shown).
Theorem 23. Let G=(V; E; H; B) be an RSA graph. Let ei be an alignment edge and
let Bi be the set of base pair edges that have ei as a generating alignment edge. Then
the base pair inequality
P
bij2Bi xij − xi60 is facet dening for PR(G).
Proof. Denote the base pair inequality by cTx6c0. Obviously condition 3(b) of The-
orem 7 holds because for the incidence vector i of the set feig holds cTi <c0.
Therefore, it is sucient to show that every valid inequality aTx6a0 with fx j cTx =
c0gfx j aTx = a0g is { up to a multiplicative factor { equal to cTx6c0.
Assume that fx j cTx = c0gfx j aTx = a0g. Since c0 = 0 it follows that a0 = 0. The
incidence vectors feg of the jEj− 1 sets feg, 8e 2 E n feig fulll cTfeg= aTfeg=0.
Hence ae = 0, 8e 2 E n feig. Similarly the jBj − jBij incidence vectors Ab of the sets
Ab = fb; el; erg, 8b 2 B n Bi fulll cTAb = aTAb = 0. Hence ab = 0, 8b 2 B n Bi.
The sets Abij = fei; bij; ejg, 8bij 2 Bi, form RSA alignments whose incidence vectors
Abij satisfy cTAbij = 0 and therefore aTAbij = 0. If one subtracts aTAbij = 0 from
aTAbij0 =0, 8bij0 2 Bi n fbijg, this yields abij =   = abij0 , because we have just shown
that all other coecients except aei are zero. Since abij =−aei we can choose =1=abij
which yields aT = cT.
In the ILP formulation the inequalities xl + xk61, 8l; k with el in conict with ek
ensure that only one of the conicting edges can be realized. We can tighten these
inequalities by augmenting them from pairs of edges to maximal sets of edges in which
each pair of edges is in conict.
Denition 24. Let G=(V; E; H; B) be an RSA graph, B0B be a set of base pair edges
and E(B0) be the set of generating alignment edges of B0. Let E0E n E(B0) be a set
of alignment edges in G. If each pair of edges of the set C = E0 [ B0 is in conict
then C is called an extended clique.
It is clear that only one edge from an extended clique can be realized by an align-
ment. Therefore the extended clique inequality x(C) =
P
ei2E0 xi +
P
bij2B0 xij61 is
valid. We will prove that an extended clique inequality is facet-dening unless it is
redundant, i.e. if one can replace a base pair edge by one of its generating edges such
that the resulting set of edges is still an extended clique. If an extended clique is not
redundant, we call it contributing. For example in Fig. 11(a) the set f1; 3; 4g builds an
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extended clique. However, when replacing the base pair edge 4 by the base pair edge
2 (one of its generating alignment edges) this also yields an extended clique f1; 2; 3g.
In Fig. 11(b) and (c) there is no way of replacing one of the base pair edges by a
generating alignment edge such that the resulting set is still an extended clique. In both
cases the set f1; 2; 3g is a contributing extended clique.
Theorem 25. Let G = (V; E; H; B) be an RSA graph. Let C = E0 [ B0 be a maximal
contributing extended clique in G. Then the inequality x(C)61 is facet-dening for
PR(G).
Proof. Denote the extended clique inequality by cTx6c0. Condition 3(b) of Theorem
7 holds, because for the zero incidence vector cTi <c0. Therefore it is sucient to
show that every valid inequality aTx6a0 with fx j cTx= c0gfx j aTx= a0g is { up to
a multiplicative factor { equal to cTx6c0.
Assume that fx j cTx = c0gfx j aTx = a0g. All coecients ae of alignment edges
e 2 E0 are equal to a0 because the set feg is an RSA alignment. Let e be any
alignment edge not in C. Then there must be an edge in C such that this edge and
e are not in conict; otherwise C would not be maximal or it would be redundant.
There are two cases:
(1) There is an alignment edge e0 2 E0 such that e0 and e are not in conict. In that
case the two sets A = fe0g and A0 = fe; e0g build RSA alignments which satisfy
cT= c0 and therefore aT= a0 for = A and = A
0
. Subtracting ae0 = a0 from
ae + ae0 = a0 yields ae = 0.
(2) There is no alignment edge e0 with the above-mentioned property. Consequently
a base pair edge b0 2 B0 must exist that is not in conict with e and whose
generating alignment edges e0l and e
0
r are dierent from e. Otherwise C would not
be a maximal contributing extended clique. In this case the two sets A=fb0; e0l; e0rg
and A0 = fb0; e0l; e0r ; eg build RSA alignments which satisfy cT= c0 and therefore
aT= a0 for = A and = A
0
. Subtracting ab0 + ae0l + ae0r = a0 from ab0 + ae0l +
ae0r + ae = a0 yields ae = 0.
Since the coecients of all alignment edges in E n E0 are zero, the coecients of
base pair edges b 2 B0 are equal to a0. Let b be a base pair edge not in B0. The base
pair edge b together with its generating alignment edges forms an RSA alignment.
If one of its generating alignment edges is in C then the other generating alignment
edge is in E n E0, because generating edges cannot be in conict. Since one of the
coecients of the generating edges is a0 and the other is 0 the coecient ab has to
be 0. If both generating edges of b are in E nE0 then their coecients are 0 and there
are again two cases:
(1) There is an alignment edge e0 2 E0 such that e0 and b are not in conict. In
that case the two sets A= fe0; el; erg and A0= fb; el; er ; e0g build RSA alignments
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Fig. 12. An RSA graph forming an odd cycle of length 3 (arcs in H not shown).
which satisfy cT= c0 and therefore aT= a0 for = A and = A
0
. Subtracting
ae0 + ael + aer = a0 from ae0 + ab + ael + aer = a0 yields ab = 0.
(2) There is no alignment edge e0 with the above-mentioned property. Consequently
a base pair edge b0 2 B0 must exist that is not in conict with b and whose
generating alignment edges are dierent from those of b. In this case the two
sets A= fb0; e0l; e0r ; el; erg and A0= fb0; e0l; e0r ; b; el; erg build RSA alignments which
satisfy cT = c0 and therefore aT = a0 for  = A and  = A
0
. Subtracting
ab0 + ae0l + ae0r + ael + aer = a0 from ab0 + ae0l + ae0r + ael + aer + ab = a0 yields
ab = 0.
This completes the proof that the coecients of edges not in C are 0. The rest of
the coecients is equal to a0. Choosing  = a0=c0 we have a0 = c0 and aT = cT.
Therefore cTx6c0 is a facet-dening inequality for PR(G).
The above-mentioned classes of facet-dening inequalities do not form a complete
description of the RSA polytope for two sequences. It is indeed an open question to nd
such a complete description. We were able to identify another class of inequalities that
is not always facet dening, the odd cycle inequalities. In the following we characterize
this class and prove that it is facet dening for certain RSA graphs. All indices are to
be read modulo 2i + 2.
Denition 26. Let G = (V; E; H; B) be an RSA graph containing 2i + 1 contributing
extended cliques C1; : : : ; C2i+1. The set C:=C1 [ C2 [    [ C2i+1 is called odd cycle
of length i if for all f 2 Cj, 16j62i + 1 holds: f is in conict with each g 2
Cj−1 [ Cj n ffg [ Cj+1 and not in conict with some g 2 Ck , k 6= j − 1; j; j + 1.
Given an RSA graph consisting of an odd cycle C of length i together with the
generating edges of the base pair edges contained in C, only i edges in C can be
realized simultaneously, namely one out of every other extended clique. Therefore for
any odd cycle C the odd cycle inequality x(C)=
P
bij2C\B xij+
P
ej2C\E xj6i is valid.
Note that an odd cycle must contain at least one base pair edge.
In Fig. 12 an odd cycle of length 3 is shown. More specically C1 = fb1;10; b2;9g,
C2 = fe3g, C3 = fe4g,: : :, C6 = fe7g and C7 = fe8g. The odd cycle inequality is indeed
facet-dening, if the RSA graph G is an odd cycle together with its generating edges.
We prove this in the following theorem using the notations from Denition 26.
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Theorem 27. Let G=(V; E; H; B) be an RSA graph consisting of an odd cycle C and
its generating alignment edges. Then the odd cycle inequality x(C) =
P
bij2C\B xij +P
ej2C\E xj6i is facet dening for PR(G).
Proof. Denote the odd cycle inequality by cTx6c0. Clearly Condition 3(b) of
Theorem 7 holds. If we realize any edge contained in one of the extended cliques
of an odd cycle, we have a valid RSA alignment, the incidence vector of which ful-
lls cTi <c0. Hence it is sucient to show that every valid inequality aTx6a0 with
fx j cTx = c0gfx j aTx = a0g is { up to a multiplicative factor { equal to cTx6c0.
Assume that fx j cTx=c0gfx j aTx=a0g. Throughout the proof dj denotes a set con-
taining either an alignment edge in Cj or a base pair edge together with its generating
alignment edges.
First we show that the coecients of all generating alignment edges in G are zero.
Let bj be a base pair edge contained in some contributing extended clique Cj and el
and er be its left and right generating edge, respectively. Since bj is in conict with
all edges in Cj−1 and with all edges in Cj+1 it follows from the denition of conict
that el is in conict with all edges in Cj−1 and er is in conict with all edges in
Cj+1. Additionally there must exist an edge in Cj+1 that is not in conict with el and
an edge in Cj−1 that is not in conict with er . If this was not true, Cj would be a
redundant extended clique in the odd cycle, because one could replace bj by its left
or right generating edge.
Therefore there exist sets Lj:=dj−2 [dj+1 [dj+3 [    [dj−4 and Rj:=dj−1 [dj+2 [
   [ dj−3 that form RSA alignments satisfying cT= c0 and hence aT= a0. Also the
sets Lj[felg and Rj[ferg form RSA alignments satisfying cT=c0 and hence aT=a0.
The subtraction of the two equalities yields ael = aer = 0. Since the above argument
holds for any base pair edge in C it follows that the coecients of all generating
alignment edges in G are zero.
Next we show that the coecients of all edge variables in an odd cycle inequality
are equal. Dene for k = 1; : : : ; i + 1 the sets
Mk :=d2 [ d4 [    [ d2k−2 [ d2k+1 [ d2k+3 [    [ d2i+1
which means Mk contains one edge (possibly together with its generating edges) from
each extended clique with even indices from 2 to 2k − 2 and one edge from each
extended clique with odd indices from 2k + 1 to 2i + 1. Every Mk forms an RSA
alignment and its incidence vector k satises cTk=c0 and hence aTk=a0. Subtracting
aTk+1 = a0 from aTk = a0 yields ad2k+1 = ad2k for k = 1; : : : ; i.
Next we dene for k = 0; : : : ; i the sets
Nk :=d1 [ d3 [    [ d2k−1 [ d2k+2 [ d2k+2 [    [ d2i
which means Nk contains one edge from each extended clique with odd indices from
1 to 2k − 1 and one edge from each extended clique with even indices from 2k +2 to
2i. Every Nk forms an RSA alignment and its incidence vector k satises cTk = c0
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and hence aTk = a0. Subtracting aTk+1 = a0 from aTk = a0 yields ad2k+2 = ad2k+1 for
k = 0; : : : ; i − 1.
Putting the above arguments together we have ad1 = ad2 =    = ad2i+1 . Since the
argument holds for any alignment edge e 2 Ci and any base pair edge b 2 Ci the
coecients in the odd cycle C are equal. Choosing  = a0=c0 we have a0 = c0 and
aT = cT. Therefore cTx6c0 is a facet-dening inequality for PR(G).
In the multiple sequence case we show that the mixed cycle inequalities are facet
dening for PR(G) if and only if they contain no chord.
Lemma 28. Let G=(V; E; H; B) be an RSA graph and let C be a critical mixed cycle
with jC \ Ej= ‘. Then the inequality
x(C \ E)6‘ − 1
denes a facet of PR(G) if and only if C has no chord.
Proof. Assume that C is a critical mixed cycle with jC \ Ej = ‘ and without chord.
Let e1; : : : ; e‘ be ‘ edges on C. We obtain ‘ dierent feasible solutions by removing
the edge ei, 16i6‘, from C. The incidence vectors of these solutions are linearly
independent and satisfy x(C \E)=‘−1. Since C has no chord and is a critical mixed
cycle we can add either a base pair edge b 2 B together with its generating alignment
edges el and er or an alignment edge e 2 E nC to one of the above solutions without
introducing a mixed cycle in G. This yields another m + n − ‘ vectors that fulll
x(C \ E) = ‘ − 1. Moreover, the incidence vectors of all sets constructed above are
linearly independent. Thus x(C \ E)6‘ − 1 is a facet-dening inequality.
On the other hand, if C has a chord e then each incidence vector A of a solution
AE [ B satisfying x(C \ E) = ‘− 1 has to satisfy Ae = 0, so dimfx 2 PR(G) j x(C \
E) = ‘− 1g6jE [ Bj − 2. Thus x(C \ E)6‘− 1 is not a facet-dening inequality.
4. The branch-and-cut algorithms
Branch-and-cut algorithms have been rst applied successfully to the linear-ordering
problem [9], and then for the traveling-salesman problem [32]. In the meantime they
are applied in many elds of Operations Research and the
Natural Sciences. This is the rst time that branch-and-cut algorithms are used in
the eld of Computational Molecular Biology.
In order to apply branch-and-cut algorithms successfully for combinatorial optimiza-
tion problems, the following tasks need to be solved:
(1) Denition of a polytope P (or polyhedron) associated to the problem.
(2) Investigation of the structure of P in form of facet-dening inequalities; this gives
a partial description dening a polytope RP.
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(3) Solving the separation problems over the polytope R (the separation problem for
a class of inequalities takes a point in Rn and returns a violated inequality from
the class if there is one).
We have solved the tasks (1) and (2) in Section 2 and in Section 3, respectively.
In this section we will show how to solve the separation problems for some of the
classes of facet-dening inequalities given in Section 3.
Although the number of inequalities in the complete description of the MT polytope
is exponential, we will show how to solve the separation problem for it in polyno-
mial time. According to Grotschel et al. [10] this implies that the associated relaxed
optimization problem can be solved in polynomial time. This equivalence of optimiza-
tion and separation leads to a polynomial-time algorithm for the MT problem for two
sequences.
In the following we will describe how branch-and-cut algorithms work. First we
relax the given integer linear program by dropping the integer condition and solve
the resulting linear program. If the solution x of the linear program is integral we
have the optimal solution. Otherwise we search for a valid inequality fx6f0 that
\cuts o" the solution x, i.e. fy6f0 for all y 2 P (P is the convex hull of all
feasible solutions) and f x>f0; the set fx jfx = f0g is called a cutting plane. The
search for a cutting is done by solving the separation problem for all known classes
of (facet-dening) inequalities. Any cutting plane found is added to the linear pro-
gram and the linear program is resolved. The generation of cutting planes is repeated
until either an optimal solution is found or the search for a cutting plane fails. In
the second case a branch step follows: We generate two subproblems by setting one
fractional variable to 0 in the rst subproblem and to 1 in the second subproblem
and solve these subproblems recursively. This gives rise to an enumeration tree of
subproblems.
4.1. A branch-and-cut algorithm for the GMT problem
In order to specialize the generic branch-and-cut algorithm we need to describe
separation algorithms for our various classes of inequalities.
First we describe how to solve the separation problem for the mixed cycle inequal-
ities. Assume the solution x of the linear program is fractional. Our problem is to
nd a critical mixed cycle C in the extended alignment graph G = (V; E; H) which
violates the mixed-cycle inequality
P
d2v(C) xd6jv(C)j − 1. First assign for each block
d the cost 1− xd to each edge e 2 d and 0 to all a 2 H . Then compute for each arc
a=(u; v)= (sij; sij+1), 16i6k; 16j<ni the shortest path from v to u. Together with
the arc a this path forms a mixed cycle. During this computation we have to take care
that we compute the shortest path with the fewest edges. This can be done by ordering
paths lexicographically according to their costs and then according to the number of
edges. Then the lexicographically shortest mixed cycle is also critical.
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Fig. 13. Alignment graph with 13 edges partitioned into 3 blocks d1; d2; d3. Only the dotted purple arcs
need to be checked.
If a shortest path P from v to u is found it must contain l>2 edges e1; : : : ; el from
dierent blocks. If the cost of P is less than 1, i.e.
P
d2v(P)(1 − xd)< 1, a violated
inequality is found, namely
P
d2v(P) xd > jv(P)j − 1.
Theorem 29. The separation problem for the mixed-cycle inequalities in an extended
alignment graph G=(V; E; H) can be solved in polynomial time by computing at most
jH j shortest paths in G.
Unfortunately this might still result in a big number of shortest path computations.
This is particularly annoying for partitions with large blocks, because there is a lot of
dierent paths resulting in the same inequality. For example Fig. 13 shows an EAG
with a partition into three blocks. The only mixed cycle inequality that can be found
is xd1 + xd2 + xd362. With the naive approach we would have to make 15 shortest
path computations. We will show that in this example it is safe to make only two such
computations (the dotted purple arcs).
We call two paths P and P0 equivalent if and only if v(P) = v(P0). The set of all
paths forms equivalence classes under the above relation. We will now show how to
pick a subset AH of arcs such that we only have to compute a shortest path from v
to u for each a= (u; v) 2 A. We do that by excluding certain arcs from consideration.
In a block d 2 D we say that an alignment edge e is right of an alignment edge
f if both edges run between nodes of the same sequence and start(e)>start(f) and
end(e)>end(f). Let D(u; i) be the set of all blocks that have an edge incident to u
and to a node in sequence i, i.e. D(u; i):=fd 2 D j 9e=fu; sixg 2 d for some 16x6nig.
Then the following lemma holds:
Lemma 30. Let a = (u; v) be an arc in sequence Si with D(u; j)D(v; j) for some
16j 6= i6k. Then for any critical mixed cycle C that enters Si from Sj through an
edge e incident to u and that contains a; there is an equivalent critical mixed cycle
C0 using an edge f 2 v(e) which is right of e.
Proof. Since a = (u; v) is an arc and D(u; j)D(v; j) both nodes u and v must be
incident to edges in v(e), namely to e and f. Since the block v(e) is a trace f must
be right of e. Let w be the node in Sj that is incident to e and w0 be the node
in Sj incident to f. We can construct C0 from C by deleting e and a from C and
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Fig. 14. Two equivalent critical mixed cycles.
replacing it by the path consisting of the arcs running from w to w0 followed by f (see
Fig. 14).
We can therefore discard an arc a = (u; v) in sequence Si if for all j = 1; : : : ; k,
j 6= i holds that D(u; j)D(v; j), because for any critical mixed cycle C that enters at
node u there is an equivalent critical mixed cycle C0 and any critical mixed cycle that
contains a and enters Si before u must contain an additional arc in Si.
Theorem 31. The separation problem for the mixed-cycle inequalities in an extended
alignment graph G=(V; E; H) can be solved in polynomial time by computing at most
jAj shortest paths in G; where AH is dened as f(u; v) 2 H j 9i 2 f1; : : : ; kg such
that D(u; i) ( D(v; i)g.
In the separation algorithm for the class of clique inequalities we make use of the
pairgraph PT(Gij) between sequence Si and Sj for 16i< j6k. Again, assume the
solution x of the linear program is fractional. Our problem is to nd a clique C which
violates the clique inequality
P
d2v(C) xd61. For each edge e 2 d assign the cost xd
to the node ve in PT(Gij). Recall that no two edges in the same block can lie on
a source-to-sink path and that all maximal cliques in the independence system are
represented by some source-to-sink path.
We compute the longest source-to-sink path C in PT(Gij). If the cost of C is greater
than 1, i.e.
P
d2v(C) xd > 1 we have found a violated clique inequality. Since PT(Gij)
is acyclic, such a path can be found in time polynomial in the size of the EAG.
Theorem 32. The separation problem for the clique inequalities in an extended align-
ment graph G = (V; E; H) can be solved in polynomial time by computing a longest
source-to-sink path in the ( k2 ) pairgraphs PT(Gij) for 16i< j6k; where k is the
number of sequences.
In the branch-and-cut algorithm we rst separate the clique inequalities as described
above. If we cannot nd a violated clique inequality we check whether the EAG
contains a mixed cycle by computing a shortest path from v to u for each arc a=(u; v)
in a set A which is dened in Theorem 31. If we nd one or more such paths we add
the corresponding mixed cycle inequalities to the LP and resolve it. Finally, if we do
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not nd any violated inequalities or if the solution value of the LP does not improve
signicantly over a number of iterations, we branch.
In the branching phase we choose the fractional base pair variable which is closest
to 0:5 and has the highest objective function coecient. After the branching we iterate
the process on the two subproblems.
4.2. A branch-and-cut algorithm for the RSA problem
In order to specialize the generic branch-and-cut algorithm for the RSA problem we
need to describe separation algorithms for our classes of inequalities. Since each base
pair inequality is only a stronger version of exactly one inequality in the ILP formu-
lation, we replace each such inequality in the ILP formulation by the corresponding
base pair inequality.
All maximal extended cliques C that do not contain a base pair edge are contributing
and therefore the extended clique inequality of C is facet dening for the RSA polytope.
Above we showed that those inequalities can be separated in polynomial time by
computing a longest path in a pairgraph. The other maximal extended cliques C contain
at least one base pair edge and are by Theorem 25 facet dening if and only if they
are contributing. Unfortunately we have not found an ecient way of separating this
class of inequalities. By checking the ILP inequality xi + xj61, 8i; j 2 E with i is in
conict with j, we can determine the feasibility of an (integer) solution of the LP. If
we nd two conicting edges i; j 2 E with xi+xj > 1 we choose two ways of handling
this situation:
(1) If the RSA graph is not too dense, we enumerate all maximal extended cliques
containing i (or j). With the use of bit vectors and an adaption of an algorithm
by Tsukiyama et al. [38] this can be done in reasonable time for up to 20 000{30
000 cliques. This cuts o the current infeasible solution and considerably shrinks
the enumeration tree in the branching phase.
(2) If the RSA graph is too dense and therefore the number of cliques in the above-
mentioned enumeration explodes, we refrain from enumerating the extended cliques
(which we do in most cases).
If we cannot nd a violated extended clique inequality and our solution is still frac-
tional we apply a heuristic for nding violated odd cycle inequalities. The heuristic
chooses a fractional base pair variable xij and tries to nd an even number of \con-
necting" alignment edges between the left and right generating edge of maximal value.
If it nds such a set C of 2i alignment edges with the property xij +
P
ej2C xj > i
it adds the odd cycle inequality xij +
P
ej2C xj6i to the LP. If this also fails we
branch.
In the branching phase we choose the fractional base pair variable which is closest
to 0:5 and has the highest objective function coecient. After the branching we iterate
the process on the two subproblems.
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5. Computational results
In this section we report on the results generated by our program. The implementation
is coded in C++ using the library of ecient data types and algorithms LEDA [25]
and the branch-and-cut framework ABACUS [17].
5.1. The GMT problem
We tested three dierent ways to generate the extended alignment graph.
 As an example of a scoring scheme based on the comparison of two residues (MT)
we adapted the PRIMAL [20] package by John Kececioglu. The value of the ap-
proximate solution of this program is used as a lower bound in our branch-and-cut
algorithm.
 As an example for a scoring scheme based on the comparison of segment pairs we
adopted two ways to generate the input for the branch-and-cut algorithm. The rst
takes the set of blocks that are computed by Burkhard Morgenstern’s DIALIGN
package [27]. The weight of DIALIGN’s greedy heuristic is used as a lower bound
for the branch-and-cut algorithm.
 In the second approach we compute (sub)optimal local alignments between two
sequences that do not share (mis)matches. We call the procedure that produces
the blocks LOCAL. Here we employed a simple greedy strategy to compute lower
bounds for the branch-and-cut algorithm.
In the following we describe the three approaches in more detail.
5.1.1. Blocks computed by PRIMAL
To generate an extended alignment graph PRIMAL computes all pairwise alignments
of the sequences whose score is within a xed dierence of the optimum. (As param-
eters for PRIMAL we chose the blosum80 amino acid substitution matrix, shifted to
make all similarity values positive and in the range 0 to 24, a gap penalty of 40,
and collected all pairwise alignments that scored within 10 of optimum.) PRIMAL
then superimposes all the substitution edges in these pairwise alignments to form an
alignment graph. Our input is the corresponding extended alignment graph.
5.1.2. Blocks computed by DIALIGN
In the DIALIGN program the blocks are called diagonals because a block represents
a gapless alignment which is a diagonal run in the corresponding dynamic programming
matrix. The algorithm greedily picks the best diagonal from all possible diagonals which
is consistent with previously chosen diagonals. Although this input could be modeled in
the GMT formulation it is far too big. Therefore, we input solely diagonals stemming
from optimal pairwise alignments that are not in conict.
The weight wd of a diagonal d is dened as follows: Let ld be the length of the
diagonal and sd be the sum of the individual similarity values of residue pairs within
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this diagonal. Let P(ld; sd) be the probability that a random diagonal of the same
length ld has at least the same sum sd of similarity values. Then wd is dened to be
−logP(ld; sd). For a more in depth treatment see [26].
5.1.3. Blocks computed by LOCAL
In this approach we rst proceed as follows for all pairs of sequences. First we
compute an optimal local alignment with ane gap costs. This naturally gives rise
to a number of blocks by cutting the alignment at the gapped positions and taking
the consecutive runs of (mis)matches as a block. Then we continue to compute the
next best local alignment between these two sequences that shares no matches or
mismatches with alignments already output. We stop this procedure when the length of
the local alignments falls below a given value. For a pair of sequences we now have a
collection of diagonals stemming from \good" local alignments not sharing a common
(mis)match. The score wd of a diagonal d is dened as follows: Let ld be the length
of the diagonal and md be the number of matching residue pairs within this diagonal.
Let P0(ld; md) be the probability that a random diagonal of the same length ld has at
least the md matches. Then wd is dened to be −logP0(ld; md).
As input sequences we used a subset of the dataset of McClure et al. [24] and
two sample of 15 and 18 prion proteins from the SWISSPROT database. All tests
were conducted on a single processor of a Sun Enterprise 10000. The prion dataset
consists of relatively similar sequences. Despite the similarity, PRIMAL could not
align this dataset optimally as the number of sequences is prohibitive for a dynamic
programming approach. The bottleneck, however, normally is the space consumption
which is not the case for our approach. It is not so sensitive to the number of sequences
but to the structure and size of the extended alignment graph. On the other hand, the
branch-and-cut algorithm produced the alignment shown in Fig. 15 in 24 min. Figs.
16 and 17 show the result of two runs of our algorithm that indicate the quality of
the two greedy heuristics used in DIALIGN and LOCAL. The rst gure shows an
alignment of a set of six globin sequences, where the input was generated using the
LOCAL procedure. The second gure shows an alignment of eighteen prion sequences
where the input was generated using DIALIGN. In the rst case all ve motifs that are
used by McClure et al. for evaluating the quality of an alignment are perfectly aligned.
Small letters indicate that the respective residue is not contained in any diagonal. Fig.
16 shows that the value of an optimal solution (2067) is much higher than the value
of the heuristic solution which yields only a score of 1278. This shows that the pure
greedy approach we use in LOCAL yields poor results. The alignment was computed
in 36 s.
On the other hand, in Fig. 17 one can see that improving the greedy approach with
further heuristics yields good lower bounds that allow to tackle problems bigger size.
The alignment of 18 sequences was computed in 144 min. It shows that our optimal
solution (59 862.5) is signicantly better than the lower bound obtained by the heuristic
alignment (53475).
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Fig. 15. Optimal alignment of 15 prion protein sequences. Input was generated using PRIMAL.
5.2. The RSA problem
5.2.1. The generation of the RSA graph
One input for our algorithm is a set of reasonable alignment edges. In principle, we
use for this purpose alignment edges realized by some suboptimal alignment, i.e. an
alignment with a score close to optimal. In contrast to [21] we do not take all the edges
realized by any suboptimal alignments scoring better than a xed threshold s below
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Fig. 16. Optimal alignment of 6 globin sequences. Input was generated using LOCAL.
the optimal. Rather we employ a windowing technique to make the alignment graph
denser in certain regions and thinner in others. The reason for applying the windowing
technique described below is due to the fact that conventional suboptimal alignments
have frequently shown insucient deviation from the optimal alignment to cover the
alignment edges necessary to build the structurally correct alignment.
On the other hand, upon inclusion of a sucient number of suboptimal alignments the
number of edges to consider became too large. As a remedy we designed a windowing
technique that adjusts the suboptimality cuto according to the local quality of an
alignment. Where the alignment appears to be very good no suboptimal alternatives are
considered. In alignment regions showing little sequence conservation more suboptimal
alternatives are taken into account.
We proceed as follows: For a given conventional optimal alignment we compute
for each position i in the rst sequence, say, an index q(i). Let a(i) be the position
of character i in the alignment and l be the length of the rst sequence. Then, for a
given window size w, we sum the substitution matrix values of the aligned characters
from alignment position maxf0; a(i)−wg to alignment position minfa(l); a(i)+wg and
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Fig. 17. Optimal alignment of 18 prion protein sequences. Input was generated using DIALIGN.
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Fig. 18. Calculation of quotient at position i with window of width 4.
Fig. 19. Plot of c(i) for an optimal conventional alignment.
divide it by the length of the window. The index q(i) is a measure for the local qual-
ity of the optimal alignment at sequence position i. See Fig. 18 for an example with
window width 4. Now we compute a coecient c(i) as follows: First we normalize
q(i) to a value p(i) between 0 and 1 and then dene c(i)=(1−p(i))2. The coecient
c(i) is near 0 in regions where the alignment is reliable and near 1 in regions where it
is not reliable. Fig. 19 shows a plot of c(i) for the optimal conventional alignment be-
tween Desulfurococcus Mobilis (1495 nucleotides) and Halobacterium Halobium (1472
nucleotides). One can see three prominent peaks where indeed our experiments show
that the conventional alignment is wrong.
Finally, we collect all edges at position i that are realized by some alignment that is
at most c(i) s worse than the optimal conventional alignment where s is the (maximal)
suboptimality. The alignment edges induce base pair edges for each of the pairs A{U,
C{G and G{U as described in Section 2 and together with the base pair edges they
form the input RSA graph.
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5.2.2. Assessing the quality of the results
The given secondary structure should direct the optimal alignment towards the de-
tection of conserved structural patterns. We used two ways of assessing the quality of
a structural alignment.
 The rst is the number of realized base pairs. We compare it to the number of stan-
dard base pairs (A{U, C{G, G{U) in the correct structure of the second sequence.
The more base pairs we realize, the better the alignment.
 The second is the comparison of the sequence alignment from the database (which
we assume to be the \correct" alignment) with the computed alignment. We use
a dot plot representation to overlay the correct alignment with either the optimal
conventional alignment or our structural alignment. A mark at position (i; j) in the
plot indicates that the ith character of the rst sequence is aligned with the jth
character of the second sequence. The more (mis)matches of an alignment coincide
with the (mis)matches from the correct alignment, the better the alignment.
5.2.3. Results
We initially tested the algorithm on small problem instances like tRNA alignments
and alignments of 5S RNA sequences. For the cases studied the algorithm reproduced
the correct alignments. Here we want to present some more challenging examples of
23S ribosomal RNA sequences from the Antwerpen rRNA database [6]. The base pairs
for the rst sequence were taken from the common secondary structure given in the
database.
We present results for three sequences taken from the database:
(1) Desulfurococcus Mobilis with 1496 nucleotides. The common structure in the
database realizes 469 base pairs of which 464 are standard base pairs.
(2) Halobacterium Halobium with 1474 nucleotides. The common structure in the
database realizes 459 base pairs of which 452 are standard base pairs.
(3) Methanobacterium Formicicum with 1477 nucleotides. The common structure in
the database realizes 455 base pairs of which 447 are standard base pairs.
From these three sequences we build three test sets, where the structure is always
given for the rst sequence. The rst alignment we compute is between Desulfurococcus
Mobilis and Halobacterium Halobium. The second between Halobacterium Halobium
and Methanobacterium Formicicum and nally the third between Methanobacterium
Formicicum and Desulfurococcus Mobilis. Fig. 20 contains the results of dierent runs
of our algorithm on these examples. We computed the conventional alignment with
ane gap costs. The gap initiation penalty was 6 and the gap prolongation penalty 3.
The substitution matrix we use assigns a score of 4 to a match and 1 to a mismatch
In the computation of c(i) we additionally assign the score of −1 to an indel. The
rst column shows the number of the test set. The second column gives the degree of
suboptimality. If this number is too high there are too many alignment and base pair
edges in the RSA graph and the problem becomes hard to solve. If this number is too
small we are in danger of loosing too much information. The third column contains the
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Fig. 20. Results of the algorithm with dierent levels of suboptimality.
run-time in minutes and seconds on an UltraSparc 2=200. Note that the numbers include
the time of computing the conventional alignment which in our case is around 30 s.
The fourth column gives the total number of edges (or variables) and the last column
shows the number of base pairs that are realized by the optimal RSA alignment.
As expected the number of realized base pairs increases with a higher suboptimality
parameter except for test set 3. Here the conventional alignment seems to be reason-
able and is not improved by our method. In the appendix we present a region of an
alignment between Desulfurococcus Mobilis and Halobacterium Halobium computed
in two minutes with suboptimality 10. In Fig. 21 you see two dot plots. The correct
alignment taken from the database is denoted with crosses. Using an ‘x’ as mark, we
plotted in Fig. 21(a) the (mis)matches from the structural alignment obtained by our
algorithm and in Fig. 21(b) the (mis)matches from all optimal conventional alignments.
Our alignment coincides to a much larger degree with the handmade alignment than the
optimal conventional one. Fig. 22 depicts the alignment itself in this region. We show
the optimal handmade, the optimal conventional and the optimal structural alignment.
The numbers in the rst and fourth row indicate structural elements (helices) where x
and x0 are complementary strands of a helix numbered x. Capital letters show bases
that form a base pair with a base in the complementary strand. Small letters are either
not part of a helix or form a bulge within a helix. We inserted square brackets into
the alignment to indicate the beginning and end of a helix. They are not part of the
alignment.
The rst two rows in all three alignments show part of Desulfurococcus Mobilis
sequence with three helices 9; 90, 10; 100 and 11; 110. It is easy to check that the capital
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Fig. 21. Dot plots of optimal alignments.
letters read from the beginning from x build a base pair with the capital letters read
from the end of x0.
The last two rows in all three alignments always show a part of Halobacterium
Halobium with the same three helices 9; 90, 10; 100 and 11; 110. The optimal handmade
alignment shows that helix 9 has the same length in both sequences, helix 10 is a bit
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Fig. 22. Alignments corresponding to the dotplot in Fig. 21.
shorter and helix 11 is considerably shorter in Halobacterium Halobium. The optimal
conventional alignment identies helix 9, however, it completely fails to recognize he-
lices 10 and 11. A closer look at helix 10 in the optimal handmade alignment reveals
that there is indeed a very poor sequence similarity at this position. Inspecting the op-
timal structural alignment we can observe that helix 10 is almost completely identied.
6. Conclusion
In this paper we formulated two multiple sequence alignment problems using polyhe-
dral combinatorics. We described several classes of facet-dening inequalities for both
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the RSA and GMT polytope. Additionally we gave a complete description of the MT
polytope which implies a polynomial-time algorithm for sequence alignment not based
on dynamic programming. We implemented branch-and-cut algorithms for the GMT
and RSA problem. Our computational results show that we are able to solve problem
instances to optimality, the size of which is not tractable for dynamic programming
based approaches. Sophisticated implementations of such approaches such as MSA [12]
or GSA [22] cannot possibly solve nontrivial problem instances of 18 sequences. This
is due to the exponential space consumption of dynamic programming. Although both
programs can compute an alignment of guaranteed optimality, by default they artically
reduce the explored part of the k-dimensional dynamic programming matrix, thereby
loosing the guarantee of optimality. In addition the second program uses only linear
gap costs and goal-directed search to speed up the computation. But even then the
above statement stays true except for trivial examples.
We view as one of the contributions of our work the introduction of the polyhedral
approach to the area of sequence alignment. With a polyhedral approach, variations
of a basic problem can often be conveniently modeled through the addition of further
constraints to the basic linear program. We demonstrated this with the formulation of
the RNA secondary structure alignment problem and showed empirically that the RSA
problem models the \biological truth" better than conventional sequence alignment with
ane gap costs.
We do not compare our approach to semi-automatic methods or algorithms that do
not optimally solve the problems. Although we are aware that such methods exist and
do work well, we think a thorough discussion would not be in the scope of this paper.
Further research is needed in order to develop separation algorithms for classes
of facet-dening inequalities for the GMT and RSA polytope. This would immedi-
ately imply faster algorithms for both the GMT and RSA problem. It should be men-
tioned, however, that this is no mean feat. It involves many steps from identifying
facet-dening inequalities over devising ecient separation algorithms for them to -
nally incorporating such algorithms in a branch-and-cut framework. Also it is not clear
whether the polyhedral approach will be equally successful for sequence alignment as
it is for other combinatorial problems, such as the TSP. Nevertheless we see a lot
of potential in our method compared to the standard dynamic programming approach
which has already been studied thoroughly and is hard to improve.
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